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The aim of this work is to present a general class of nonlinear discrete time models with 
two time scales whose dynamics is susceptible of being approached by means of a 
reduced system. The reduction process is included in the so-called approximate 
aggregation of variables methods which consist of describing the dynamics of a 
complex system involving many coupled variables through the dynamics of a reduced 
system formulated in terms of a few global variables. For the time unit of the discrete 
system we use that of the slow dynamics and assume that fast dynamics acts a large 
number of times during it. After introducing a general two-time scales nonlinear 
discrete model we present its reduced accompanying model and the relationships 
between them. The main result proves that certain asymptotic behaviours, hyperbolic 
asymptotically stable (A.S.) periodic solutions, to the aggregated system entail that to 
the original system. 
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1. Introduction 
Ecological models always entail a decision on the level of detail to be included in them. 
This decision should be taken on the basis of optimizing the profit of the study. Any model 
is a compromise between generality and simplicity on the one hand and biological realism 
on the other. The more biological details are included in specifying a model, the more 
complicated and specialized it becomes. Models describing ecological systems in detail 
involve a very large number of coupled variables, which implies that the only methods to 
study them are computer simulations. At the other extreme, very simple models, which are 
mathematically tractable, do not justify how much have to do with the real systems they 
are supposed to represent. 
Nature offers many examples of systems where several processes act at different time 
scales. It is then usual to consider those events occurring at the fastest scale as being 
instantaneous with respect to the slower ones. This sort of decoupling implies a reduction 
of the number of variables or parameters needed to describe the evolution of the system. 
A subsequent issue is to determine conditions for these reductions to give good 
approximations of the real results. An example of this general framework are the so-called 
aggregation methods which study the relationship between a large class of two time scales 
complex systems and their corresponding aggregated or reduced systems. The aim of 
aggregation methods is twofold: on the one hand they construct the reduced systems that 
summarize the dynamics of the complex ones, thus simplifying their analytical study and 
on the other hand, looking at the relationship in the opposite sense, the complex systems 
serve as explanations of the simple form of the aggregated ones. 
The study of these methods was initiated about fifteen years ago by Auger , in the 
frame of ordinary differential equations. The main effort spent in deriving the so-called 
aggregated systems and a general formal computational method, the so-called quick 
derivation method, was described by Auger in a large class of systems possessing one or 
several invariants. The method was refined and justified in terms of perturbation 
techniques and in the application of an adequate version of the center manifold theorem 
[8], see Auger and Roussarie 
In Bravo de la Parra e and Sanchez the case of linear, density 
independent, time discrete systems is studied; a very general linear model with two time 
scales is aggregated and it is proved that the elements defining the asymptotic behaviour of 
the general and the aggregated systems are equal up to a certain order. These results are 
applied to models of structured populations with subpopulations in each stage class 
associated to different spatial patches or individual activities, considering a fast time scale 
for patch or activity dynamics and a slow time scale for the demographic process. 
The results for the case where the time unit of the system is chosen to be that of 
the slow dynamics are generalized in Sanz and Bravo de la Parra assuming fast 
dynamics not only expressed in terms of matrices composed of blocks of regular stochastic 
matrices. Further, generalizations to non-autonomous and stochastic linear discrete 
systems are found in Sanz and Bravo de la Parra and Sanz 
In Bravo de la Parra the aggregation of a class of nonlinear discrete system 
with two different time scales is developed. The one associated to the fast dynamics is used 
as time unit of the system, which is considered to be linear while the slow dynamics is 
supposed generally nonlinear. The system is transformed to make appear the global 
variables, and then a version of the center manifold theorem is applied to build up the 
aggregated system in a similar way to that used in thecase of ordinary differential 
equations. 
In the construction of a discrete model with two time scales it is not always possible to 
choose as time unit the fast time unit. That is so because it may happen that during a fast 
time unit the action of the slow process is not describable. On the other hand, if the system 
is expressed in the slow time unit it is always possible to describe the action of the fast 
process during it by repeating a number of times its action during a fast unit. From this 
point of view it is even more interesting to extend the methods of aggregation for linear 
discrete systems expressed in the slow time unit to nonlinear cases. A first attempt 
to do it is found in Bravo de la Parra where the slow dynamics is linear and thus 
represented by a general nonnegative matrix, while the fast dynamics is dependent on 
global variables and is supposed to act a large number of times during one single time unit 
of the slow dynamics. 
The aim of this work is to extend aggregation methods in the direction of the last 
mentioned work. We begin by proposing a very general discrete system including two 
different processes acting at different time scales. The time unit of the system is the one 
corresponding to the slow dynamics and the effect of the fast dynamics is represented 
assuming that the slow time unit is divided into a large number of fast time units and so 
that it acts a large number of times during one single slow time unit. Then, some 
assumptions, generalizing those required in previous works, are proposed which allow the 
construction of a reduced model associated to the original one. The following step consists 
of proving some results relating the solutions to the original and the reduced system. These 
results are not as general as those developed for systems of ordinary differential equations 
because we have not been able to transform the original system so that a version of the 
center manifold theorem applies. The summary of the main results is that it is possible to 
study the existence, stability and basins of attraction of steady states and periodic solutions 
to the original system performing this study for the reduced system. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we first present the reduction 
results obtained in previous works, then we propose a general nonlinear discrete time 
model of population dynamics with two time scales which, under some assumptions, can 
be reduced. Still in Section 2 we apply the presented reduction techniques in two particular 
examples. Section 3, which contains the main results of the paper, is devoted to the study 
of the relationship between the solutions to both systems, original and aggregated. For 
that, the reduction process is included in an abstract setting which contains as particular 
cases the models developed in Section 2. The advantage of this abstract approach lies in 
the fact that it simplifies the mathematical analysis and, moreover, it can be applied to the 
reduction of a more general class of nonlinear time discrete systems. 
To make the reading easier, some technical proofs which are not necessary for the 
understanding of the text are deferred to a final Appendix. 
2. Discrete population models with two time scales 
In this section, we present a general population model with two time scales and summarize 
the reduction results obtained in previous works. 
Let us suppose a population generally divided into groups, and each of these groups 
divided into several subgroups. We can think, for instance, of an age-structured population 
occupying a multi-patch environment. In this case, the population can be considered 
divided into groups which are the age classes, and each group divided into subgroups 
which are the individuals inhabiting each of the different patches. 
The state at time n of a population with q groups is represented by a vector 
Xn ••= {x\, . . . ,x«)T <= RN+, where every vector x'n ••= (x?, .. .,xf) <= RN+', i=l,...,q, 
represents the state of the i group which is divided into N' subgroups, with 
N = N1 -\ \-Nq. 
In the evolution of the population we will consider two processes directly related to its 
structuring in groups and subgroups. We suppose that the characteristic time scales of both 
processes are very different from each other and so we will refer to them as the fast and the 
slow processes or, still, as the fast and the slow dynamics. If we start with the simplest case 
by considering both processes to be linear, we can represent them by two different 
matrices F and S. The characteristic time scale of the fast process gives the projection 
interval associated to matrix F, that is, the state of the population, due to the fast process, 
after one fast time unit is FXn. Analogously, the effect of the slow process after one slow 
time unit is calculated multiplying by matrix S. In order to write a single discrete model 
combining both processes, and therefore their different time scales, we have to choose its 
time unit. Two possible and reasonable choices are the time units associated to each one of 
the two processes. We use here as time unit of the model that corresponding to the slow 
dynamics, i.e. the time elapsed between times n and n + 1 is the projection interval 
associated to matrix S. We then need to approximate the effect of the fast dynamics over a 
time interval much longer than its own. In order to do so we will suppose that during each 
projection interval corresponding to the slow process matrix F has operated a number k of 
times, where k is a big enough integer that can be interpreted as the ratio between the 
projection intervals corresponding to the slow and fast dynamics. Therefore, the fast 
dynamics will be modelled by Fk and the proposed model will consist of the following 
system of N linear difference equations that we will call general system: 
Xkp+i = SF Xkfl. (1) 
In order to reduce the system we must make some assumptions. Following Sanchez et al. 
[14] we suppose that for each group i= 1, ...,q the fast dynamics is internal, 
conservative of the total number of individuals and with an asymptotically stable (A.S.) 
distribution among the subgroups. These assumptions are met in the particular case of 
representing the fast dynamics for each group i by a projection matrix Ft which is a regular 
stochastic matrix of dimensions N' X N'. The matrix F that represents the fast dynamics 
for the whole population is then F •= diag(,Fi, ...,Fq). Every matrix Ft has an A.S. 
probability distribution v, which verifies that F,-v,-= v,- and w,--v,-=l, where 
U,:=(l, <?.'), 1). 
The Perron-Frobenius theorem applies to matrix Ft and we denote 
Fi — lirrii-.oo^f = (v,-| . . . |v,-) = v,-w,-, where F\ is the &th power of matrix Ft. Denoting 
F — diag(,Fi, . . . , Fq), we also have: 
F = lim Fk = VU. (2) 
k—»00 
where V •= diag(vi, . . . , vq)NXq and U •= diag(w!, ..., uq)qXN. 
If we think that the ratio of slow to fast time scale tends to infinity, i.e. k —> oo, or, in 
other words, that the fast process is instantaneous in relation to the slow process, we can 
approximate system (1) by the following so-called auxiliary system: 
Xn+\ = SFXn, (3) 
which using (2) can be written as 
X„+i = svuxn. 
Here we see that the evolution of the system depends on UXn £ W, which suggests that 
dynamics of the system could be described in terms of a lesser number of variables. These 
variables are usually called global variables, defined by 
The auxiliary system (3) can be easily transformed into a ^-dimensional system 
premultiplying by matrix U, giving rise to the so-called aggregated system: 
Yn+1 = USVYn. (4) 
The solutions to the auxiliary system can be obtained from the solutions to the aggregated 
system. It is straightforward that the solution {Xn}n<=flli of system (3) for the initial 
condition X0 is related to the solution {Yn}n<=flli of system (4) for the initial condition 
YQ = UXQ in the following way: Xn = SVYn-\ for every n > 1. The auxiliary system is an 
example of perfect aggregation in the sense of Iwasa 
Once the task of building up a reduced system is carried out, the important issue is to 
see if the dynamics of the general system (1) can also be studied by means of the 
aggregated system (4). For the simple linear case that we have just presented, it is proved 
in Sanchez that the asymptotic elements defining the long term behaviour of 
system (1) can be approximated by those of the corresponding aggregated system when the 
matrix associated to the latter is primitive. In Sanz and Bravo de la Parra these results 
are extended to more general linear cases. A generalization to a specific nonlinear case is 
treated in Bravo 
2.1 Reduction of a general non-linear model with two time scales 
Let us generalize the previous framework to include general nonlinear fast and slow 
processes. 
First of all, let us present the so-called complete model which will be susceptible to 
being reduced. This model evolves in discrete time and is driven by two processes with 
different time scales: slow and fast. Such processes are defined respectively by two 
mappings 
S, F : ClN — ClN ; S,F<= CUCIN) 
where OJV C RN is a nonempty open set. 
We choose as time step of the model that corresponding to the slow dynamics. In order 
to approximate the effect of the fast process over a time interval much bigger than its own, 
we assume that during this time step the fast process acts k times before the slow process 
acts, where k is a positive integer that in applications will take a big value. 
Therefore, denoting by X^n £ RN the vector of state variables at time n, the complete 
system is defined by 
XM + i = S(F*(XM)) (5) 
where F k denotes the fe-fold composition of F with itself. 
In order to reduce the system (5), we have to impose some conditions on the fast 
process, which are specified in the following hypotheses. 
Hypothesis 2.1. For each initial condition X £ OJV, the fast dynamics tends to an 
equilibrium. That is, there exists a mapping 
F:ClN->nN, FGC\nN) 
such that 
VX £ nN, lim Fk(X) = F(X). 
k—*co 
Hypothesis 2.2. There exists a non-empty open set D,q C U.q with q < N and two mappings 
G-.aN^aq, GBC\aNy, E-.nq^nN, Eec\nq) 
such that F can be expressed as 
F = E°G. 
In what follows we suppose that Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 are met. Then, we proceed to 
reduce system (5) in two steps. First, we define the so-called auxiliary system which 
approximates (5) when k —> oo, i.e. when the fast process has reached an equilibrium. 
Denoting its vector of variables at time n by Xn, this auxiliary system is 
Xn+1 = S(F(Xn)) = S»£"G(X„). (6) 
Secondly, we define the global variables through 
Yn ••= G(Xn) G W. 
Applying G to both sides of (6) we have 
Yn+1 = G(Xn+1) = GoSoEoG(Xn) = GoSoE(Yn) 
which is an autonomous system in the global variables Yn. 
Summing up, we have approximated system (5) by the reduced or aggregated system 
defined by 
Yn+i=G°S°E(Yn). (7) 
Note that through the previous procedure we have constructed an approximation that 
allows us to reduce a system with N variables to a new system with q variables. In most 
practical applications, q will be much smaller that N. 
Coming back to Hypothesis 2.2, it can be interpreted by saying that for each initial 
condition X GE OJV, the fast dynamics tends to an equilibrium which depends on X only 
through G(X), i.e. only through the value of the global variables corresponding to X. 
2.2 Two examples 
Before presenting the main results of this work in next section we illustrate their 
applicability by means of two examples. We first present a simple example where 
Proposition 3.10 applies. We consider a population living in an heterogeneous habitat, 
divided into m patches. The migration process is assumed linear, described by a regular 
stochastic matrix T and fast in relation to demography. We denote v = (v1, . . . vm) the 
stable probability distribution of matrix T, u •= (1, {"}\, 1) and T = lim^oo .T7* = vTu. 
Concerning demography we use on each patch the Beverton/Holt equation with different 
parameters to depict spatial heterogeneity. The state at time n of the population is 
represented by vectorXn •= (x\, ... ,x™)T G R™. The model is 
Xk,n+1 = S(T Xktn) 
where fast dynamics is defined by F{X) = TX and the slow dynamics by 
S(X) = (b\xl/(\ + c\xl), ..., bmxm/(l + cmxm)). The only global variable in this case 
is the total population y = G{X) = ]T™
 xx
l
. We have F(X) = TX, E{y) = yv and, thus, the 
associated aggregated model is the following scalar difference equation 
m
 h i 
yn+i =f(yn), where f(y) = G(S(E(y))) = V iV y 
jr( 1 +ctv'y 
This equation has an equilibrium 0 and the other equilibria are solutions to the equation 
m
 h i 
1 = g(.y), where g(y) = V —-^—— jr( 1 +ctv'y 
as g(y) is decreasing for y GE R+, g(0) = X^i^i ' v ' a nd li-m:y->°og()') = 0 there exists a 
positive equilibrium y* if and only if X^i^i ' v ' > 1- In this case, y* is the unique positive 
equilibrium. We proceed to study the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of the aggregated 
system with positive initial condition. We first observe that f'(y) = X^i(^ ; v ' / (1 + 
Civ'y)2) > 0 and so/(y) is an increasing function; moreover, we have/'(0) = Y^=i^iv' 
and/'(y*) = E™ lC^' /C 1 + c,v'y*)2) > 0. We distinguish two cases. In the first one 
we assume/'(0) = Y^t=\bivl < 1>then the only equilibrium is 0 which is hyperbolic and 
globally A.S. because f(y)<y for y > 0. In the second case we suppose 
/'(0) = S i^ i^ i v ' ^ 1' s o the unique positive equilibrium y* is hyperbolic (f'(y*) < 
$Zi=i(friv'/(i + c,v'y*)) = 1) and globally A.S. because/(y) > y when y G (0, y*) and 
/(y) < y when y G (y*, oo). 
The results obtained for the aggregated model can be extended, applying Proposition 
3.10, to the original model as follows: For k big enough, if Y^o=i^iv' ^ 1 the population 
gets extinct in the long term, whereas if X^i^i ' v ' > 1 it tends to an equilibrium X*k which 
verifies lim^oo X*k = y* v. 
In Proposition 3.10, the main results of this work are proved to apply to systems of 
the form 
Xk,n+1 = S{TXkn) (8) 
where T is a block-diagonal matrix with each block being a regular stochastic matrix as 
was supposed in the reduction of system (1). The previous example is a particular case of 
(8) with one single block in T and so, with a unique global variable. 
Some examples of models described in terms of this kind of system are found in 
Charles and Lett They assume the fast process, migration, to be 
linear so that we can take F(X) = TX. On the other hand, the slow process is defined by 
means of a density dependant matrix C{X) so that we can make S{X) = C{X)X. 
As a second example of the application of the results in next section we develop to a 
certain detail the model There is presented a general model of the dynamics of 
an age-structured (three age classes) Salmo trutta population inhabiting an arborescent 
river network divided into 15 patches at four levels. The aim of the model is the study of 
the influence of environmental managing (dams and channels) on the global population 
dynamics. The model couples both a linear discrete model for migrations and a non-linear 
density-dependent Leslie-type model for the demography, resulting in a system with 
(15 X 3) difference equations. The migration process is considered fast in relation to 
demography. The stability of the equilibria of the general model is studied carrying out the 
stability analysis of the corresponding equilibria of a reduced model with only three 
equations. 
To be precise, let xlJ be the number of individuals aged i (i = 1 , 2 , 3), on patch j 
( 7 = 1 = 15) at time n, x*n = (JCJ; 5) andXn = (xl,xl,x\) G R45. The migration 
process is considered to be linear and described by matrix T, which is block-diagonal, 
T= diag(Fi,F2,F-j), where Ft describes the movements between patches of the 
individuals of age-class i. Each Ft is a regular stochastic matrix so that, following notations 
in (2), it possesses a probability distribution v, which verifies F,- == lim^oo F\ = 
(vi\... \vi) = Villi. It is also verified that f = lim^oo Tk = VU. The demography is also 
described by a matrix but, in this case, a non constant matrix; it depends on the total 
number of individuals in age class 1, y1 = uyx1: 
C(jl) (° o 0 
^2 
0 
3^ 
where si(y ), s2, s3 and / are diagonal 15 X 15-blocks containing the demographical 
parameters (survival and fertility rates). The model including both processes at different 
time scales reads: 
X. k,n+\ C(uy(TXtn) }TXkn. (9) 
To place it in the framework of system 8 we have to take F(X) = TX and 
S(X) = C(uvxl)X. So, F(X) = TX, Y = G(X) 
associated aggregated system is 
UX and E(Y) = VY. The 
that is, 
Yn+l = G°S°E(Yn) = UC(uv(VYny)VYn 
(0 
u2s1(y1)vi 
0 
0 0 
UiS2V2 W3.S3V3 
uifv3 \ '0 0 7 \ 
hiy1) 0 0 
0 s2 s3 
(10) 
we have where, due to the particular definition of siiy1) 
S1(y1) = a/(l + i8y1) . 
For system (10) it is easy to prove that, apart from the trivial equilibrium, if 
co •= afs2 + S2 — 1 > 0 there is a positive equilibrium 
y* (y>*y*y*) 
w-hrpfs2 Mi-*) 
which is hyperbolic A.S. whereas (0,0,0) is hyperbolic unstable. When co < 0 then (0,0,0) 
is hyperbolic A.S. 
These results can be extended to system (9) via Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.10. 
If co > 0 then system (9), for big enough k, has a positive hyperbolic A.S. equilibrium X*k 
well approximated by X* = C{yl*)VY* and 0 = (0, (45},0) is a hyperbolic unstable 
equilibrium. The basin of attraction of X*k can be easily estimated starting from the basin of 
attraction of Y* in system (10). On the other hand, if co < 0 then there is no positive 
equilibrium for system (9) and 0 is hyperbolic A.S. 
3. A general formulation of the aggregation technique 
In this section, we will introduce a general non-linear model and an aggregation of 
variables procedure which contain as a particular case the setting developed in the 
previous section. The advantage of this new approach lies in the fact that it simplifies the 
mathematical calculations and, moreover, it could be applied to the reduction of more 
general systems as systems in which the existence of different time scales is associated to a 
real parameter in the model. With this aim, in our new formulation the parameter k which 
differentiates the two time scales will be considered to be a big real number (not 
necessarily integer). 
We start by introducing the original or complete model defined by 
Xk,n+1 = Hk(Xktn) (11) 
where k G / C R+, / being a non-empty set not bounded from above and for each k G /, 
Hk '• &N —> &N ', Hk G C (iljv). 
In order to carry out the reduction of the model, we assume the following conditions: 
Hypothesis 3.1. The family of mappings {Hk )k<^i converges pointwise in D,N when k —> oo 
to a mapping H : OJV —> OJV, H G C'Cftjv). 
Hypothesis 3.2. There exist a non-empty open subset D,q C U.q with q < N and two 
mappings 
G-.nN^nq; T-.nq^nN; G&C\Q,N), rec'fft,) 
such that the mapping H of Hypothesis 3.1 can be expressed as 
H = T°G. 
Let us observe that the setting of Section 2.1 corresponds to taking 
Hk~S°Fk; H~S°F 
and Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 correspond respectively to Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 with 
T~S°E. 
The approximate reduction of system (11) can be carried out as in Section 2.1. The 
auxiliary system is 
X„+i = H(Xn). (12) 
Defining the global variables by 
Yn ••= G(Xn) G R" 
we obtain the reduced or aggregated system 
Yn+l = H(Yn) (13) 
where we have introduced the notation H •= G°T. 
3.7 Relationship between the original system (11) and the aggregated system (13) 
In this section, we will relate the behaviour of systems (11) and (13), for big enough values 
of parameter k. 
Our results are of two kinds: First we will compare the solutions of both systems for a 
fixed value of n. Secondly, we will give asymptotic results concerning the existence and 
stability of fixed points and periodic solutions for both systems. Moreover, we will show 
how the periodic orbits of the original system (11) can be approximated by those of the 
aggregated system (13). 
Throughout this section we assume Hypotheses 3.1 and 3.2 and when comparing 
solutions we will always refer to the orbits corresponding to the initial condition XQ G R 
for the original and the auxiliary systems and YQ •= G(XQ) G U.q for the aggregated 
system. 
The following proposition guarantees that the dynamics of the auxiliary system (12) is 
completely determined by the dynamics of the reduced system (13), the converse holding 
too. Moreover, given mild extra assumptions, for each n fixed we can approximate the 
solution to the original model (11) by the solution to the aggregated model (13). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let X0 G ClN and let Y0 ••= G(X0) G VLq. Then: 
(i) The solution {Xn}n=i2 to tne auxiliary system (12) corresponding to the initial 
condition X0 and the solution {Yn}n=i 2 to the reduced system (13) corresponding 
to the initial condition YQ are related by the following expressions 
Yn = G(Xn); Xn = T<Xn-i), n = 1,2, . . . (14) 
(ii) Let n be a fixed positive integer and let us assume that there exists a non-empty 
bounded and open set fl such that fl C OJV, fl contains the points XQ, X,-+I == T(Yi), 
i = 0, ... ,n — 1 and such that l im^oo Hk = H uniformly in fl. Then the solution 
Xkn to the original system (11) corresponding to the initial condition X0 and the 
solution Yn to the reduced system (13) corresponding to the initial condition Y0 are 
related by the following expressions 
Yn = lim GiXk>n); lim Xk>n = T(Yn-i). 
k—*oo k—*oo 
Proof 
(i) The first expression holds by the definition of the global variables. Regarding the 
second one, we have 
Xn = H(Xn-i) = T»G(Xn-i) = T(Yn-i) 
as we wanted to show. 
(ii) Bearing in mind (14), we only need to show that lim^oo Xkfl = Xn, i.e. that 
limk^Hnk(Xo) = H"(X0). 
This equality is an immediate consequence of a technical result which is stated as 
Lemma A.l in the Appendix. 
Now we will turn our attention to the study of some relationships between the fixed 
points and periodic solutions to the original and reduced systems. 
Let us recall that X* is a periodic point of period m or an m-periodic point for system 
%n+i = A(Xn) if X* = Am(X*) and m is the lowest positive integer for which this equality 
holds. In the case m = l,X* is called an equilibrium point or fixed point. An m-periodic 
point X* is said to be hyperbolic if none of the eigenvalues of DAm(X*), differential of A m 
at X*, has modulus 1. If all the eigenvalues of DAm(X*) have modulus less than 1 then X* 
is A.S. and the set of initial conditions which corresponding solutions tend to it is called 
the basin of attraction. If any of the eigenvalues of DAm(X*) have modulus larger than 1 
then X* is unstable 
First of all we relate the existence of fixed and periodic points and their stability for the 
auxiliary system (12) and the aggregated system (13). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. 
(a) If X* G HJV is a periodic point of period m > 1 of the auxiliary system (12), then 
Y* •= G(X*) G flq is a periodic point of period m of the reduced system (13). 
Conversely, ifY* G flq is a periodic point ofperiodm > 1 of the reduced system (13) 
then X* •= T(Y* ) G Hjv is a periodic point of period m of the auxiliary system (12). 
(b) Let Y* G flq be an m-periodic hyperbolic point of (13) and X* •= S(Y*). Then X* is 
(A.S.) (resp. unstable) for (12) if and only ifY* is A.S. (resp. unstable) for (13). 
Conversely, ifX* G Hjv is an m-periodic hyperbolic point of (12) and Y* •= G(X*), 
then Y* is A.S. (resp. unstable) for (13) if and only if X* is A.S. (resp. unstable) 
for (12). 
Proof. See appendix. • 
The following result, which is the main result of this paper, relates the periodic points 
for the original system (11) and the aggregated system (13). Roughly speaking, it 
guarantees that under certain assumptions, the existence of an m-periodic point Y* for the 
aggregated system implies, for big enough values of k, the existence of an m-periodic point 
X*k for the original system, which can be approximated in terms of Y*. Moreover, in the 
hyperbolic case the stability of Y* is equivalent to the stability of X*k and in the A.S. case, 
the basin of attraction of X*k can be approximated in terms of the basin of attraction of Y*. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let Y* G flq be an m-periodic point of the aggregated model (13) so that, 
according to Proposition 3.4, X* •=T(Y*) is an m-periodic point for the auxiliary 
system (12). 
Let us assume the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 3.6. There exists a non-empty bounded open set H such that 12 C D,N, which 
contains the set 
Hm-i(X*):={X*,H(X*), ...,Hm-1(X*)} 
and such that 
lim Hk = H; lim DHk = DH 
k—*oo k—*oo 
uniformly in D,. 
In addition to Hypothesis 3.6, let us assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue of DHm(Y*). 
Then there exist r$ > 0, feo G / such that: 
(a) For each k > k0, k G I, Hk has an unique m-periodic point X*k G B(X*; ro). 
(b) l i m ^ o o X ^ X * . 
(c) Let 7* be hyperbolic. Then there exists k*Q such that for all k > k*Q, k (E I, X*k is 
hyperbolic. Moreover, X*k is A.S. (resp. unstable) if and only if Y* is A.S. (resp. 
unstable). 
(d) Let Y* be hyperbolic and A.S. Let X0 G f l ^ such that YQ •= G(XQ) verifies 
lim„^oo Hmn~1(Yo) = Y*. Let us assume the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 3.7. There exists an open set Q C D,N containing the set 
H(X0) ••= {X0,Xn+1 ••= T(Yn), n = 0 , 1 , . . . } 
such that lim^oo Hk = H uniformly in Q. 
Then there exists k0 such that for each fe > k*Q,k G 7, lim„_^oo 7/™"(Xo) = X*k. 
As usual, B(X; r) represents the set {Z G R^; \\X - Z\\ < r} . 
Proof. See Appendix. • 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let us assume that Hk, H G C'fXljv) and that \vmk^0OHk = H, 
lim^^oo DHk = DH uniformly on any compact set K C HN. 
Let Y* G W be a hyperbolic and A.S. equilibrium point of (13). Then there exists 
k(, G I such that for each k > ko, k G I, there exists an equilibrium point Xk of (11) which 
is hyperbolic and A.S. and that satisfies l i m ^ o o ^ = X* where X* = T(Y*). 
Moreover, ifXo G RN is such that lim„_^oo H (YQ) = Y*, where YQ •= G(XQ), then 
Vfe > k0, k G I, lim H"(X0) = X* 
The applicability of Theorem 3.5 depends on Hypotheses 3.6 and 3.7, which 
require the uniform convergence of the mappings Hk and DHk to H and DH, 
respectively, in a certain set. Coming back to the context of a system with two time scales 
of Section 2.1, the following proposition establishes sufficient conditions on the fast 
process F under which we can guarantee these hypotheses hold. The proof is standard and 
is omitted. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Under the conditions of Section 2.1, let fl be any non-empty open 
bounded set such that fl C fl^ and let us assume that: 
(i) lim^oo Fk = F uniformly in Cl. 
(ii) lim^oo DFk = DF uniformly in VL. 
Then mappings Hk •= S°Fk and H •= S°F verify: 
(a) limjwoo Hk = H uniformly in fl. 
(b) lim^oo DHk = DH uniformly in f l 
We now state in the following proposition sufficient conditions for system 8, 
Xk)„+i = S(J:kXktn), to meet the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let us consider system (8) as particular case of system (5) with 
F(X) = J-'X where matrix T is a block-diagonal matrix with each block being a regular 
stochastic matrix as in (I), T = lim^oo T = VU and with S a C map from OJV to U.m. 
Then Hypotheses 2.1 and 2.2 are met with G(X) = UX and E(Y) = VY and the 
corresponding aggregated system is Yn+\ = US(VYn). Moreover, if Y* is an m-periodic 
point of the aggregated system then Hypotheses 3.6 and 3.7 are met and Theorem 3.5 
applies to system (8). 
Proof. Let ||-|| be any consistent matrix norm and let ft C RN be bounded. Then 
sup||F*(X) - F(X)\\ = supH^X - FX\\ < \\Fk - .F||sup||X|| — 0 
xen xen xen k~^°° 
Similarly supx^\\DFk(X) - DF(X)\\ = \\Tk - T\\ — 0 and so the uniform convergence 
k k ~ - £—*°° 
of F and DF to F and DF in D, holds and Proposition 3.9 applies. • 
4. Conclusion 
In the present work we have introduced, Section 2, a very general discrete nonlinear model 
where we have distinguished between two different time scales. The model is represented 
by a discrete system at the slow time scale and, with the help of suitable assumptions, is 
reduced to a simpler system, also at the slow time scale, which terms reflect the asymptotic 
behaviour of the fast dynamics. This is an example of how a simpler model admits an 
explanation given by a more complex model. The study of the simpler model, the 
aggregated model, give us information of the initial model via the general results of 
Section 3. 
The results of Section 3 need some hypotheses not necessarily met for the general 
systems presented in Section 2. To illustrate the importance of Theorem 3.5 we mention at 
the end of Section 2 two applications which can be included in a general kind of two-time 
scales discrete systems where the fast dynamics is linear. For this kind of systems 
Proposition 3.10 assures that hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 hold, which justifies the use of 
aggregation methods in the study of these systems. In both applications the influence of 
spatial heterogeneity on the stability of ecological communities is studied. Several new 
applications could also be developed in the same direction in the future. The aggregation 
methods are particularly suited for the study of spatially distributed populations in a 
network of patches connected by migrations because they allow a simpler system of 
equations governing the dynamics of the total populations to be obtained. 
From a more methodological point of view, there are two issues to develop: the first 
one is to characterize larger classes of discrete systems where the aggregation results can 
be easily applied, that is, generalizing Proposition 3.10 and the second one has to do with 
the possibility of extending Theorem 3.5 to more general asymptotic behaviours. 
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Appendix A Proofs 
In what follows we will denote by ||-||, depending on the context, a norm in W or its associated 
matrix norm in WXp, with p = N,q. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. 
(a) For each m > 1 the following holds: 
Hm = (T°G)m = T°Hm~1°G (Al) 
Hm = (G°T)m = G°Hm~1°T (A2) 
Let X* be an m-periodic point of (12), so Hm{X*) = X*. Using (Al) we have 
r* = G(X*) = G(Hm(X*)) = G°T°Hm^°G(X*) = Hm(G(X*)) = Hm(Y*). (A3) 
In order to show that m is the lowest integer for which (A3) holds, let us assume that there 
exists s < m such that HS(Y*) = Y*, i.e. 
G(X*) = G°HS^°T(G(X*)) = G°HS(X*). 
Applying T to both sides of the equality above we have 
T°G(X*) = H(X*) = T°G°HS(X*) = HS+1(X*) 
and then 
X* = Hm(X*) = H™-*'1 °HS+1(X*) = H™-*'1 °H(X*) = Hm~\X*) 
which contradicts the assumption of X* being m-periodic. 
Conversely, let us assume that Hm(Y*) = Y*. Then using (A2) we have forX* — T(Y*): 
Hm(X*) = T°Hm^°G(T(Y*)) = T°Hm(Y*) = T(Y*) = X*. (A4) 
In order to show that m is the lowest integer for which (A4) holds, let us assume that there exists 
s <m such that H"(X*) = X*. Then, it follows from (A2) that 
HS(Y*) = G°HS^°T(Y*) = G°HS^°T(G(X*)) = G°HS(X*) = G(X*) = Y* 
which contradicts the assumption of Y* being m-periodic. 
(b) Let X* be such that Hm(X*) = X* and let Y* ••= G(X*). Then we have 
DHm(X*) = D(Hm^°T°G)(X*) = D(Hm~l °T)(Y*)DG(X*) 
and also 
DHm(Y*) = D(G°Hm^°T)(Y*) = DG(X*)D(Hm^ °T)(Y*) 
where we have used that 
H»>-KT(Y*) = Hm^°T(G(X*)) = Hm(X*) = X*. 
Conversely, let Y* be such that Hm(Y*) = Y* and let X* •= T{Y*). Similar calculations to the 
ones before show that 
DHm(Y*) = D(Rm~l °G)(X*)DT(Y*) 
and 
DHm(X*) = DT(Y*)D(Hm^°G)(X*). 
Summing up, we conclude that in both cases, DHm(X*) and DHm(Y*) can be written as the product 
of two factors which are the same but in a different order. Therefore, both matrices must have the 
same non-zero eigenvalues ([9]). 
More specifically, 
a(DHm(X*)) = a{DHm{Y*)) U {0,^7.^,0} 
and so in particular, 
p(DHm(X*)) = p(DHm(Y*)) 
(as usual, oiA) denotes the set of eigenvalues of matrix A, including multiplicities). 
Henceforth, p(DHm(X*)) < 1 (resp. > 1) if and only if p(DHm(Y*)) < 1 (resp. > 1) which 
concludes the proof of (b). 
Now we establish two technical lemmas which will be useful in proving Theorem 3.5. 
LEMMA A. 1. Let XQ £E fl^ and n £ Z + be fixed. Let Vibe a non-empty open set such that 
fl C OJV awrf which contains the set 
H„(X0) ••= {X0,H(X0), ...,Hn(X0)}. 
Let us assume that lim^oo Hk = H uniformly to in fl. Then, there exists r* > 0 such that 
for each s = 1, . . . , n we have lim^oo H\ = Hs uniformly in B(XQ; r*). If in addition 
lirriiwoo DHt = DH uniformly in fl, then for each s = 1 , . . .,n we have lim^oo DHk = 
DHS uniformly in B(XQ; r*). 
Proof. It is easy to realize that it suffices with proving the result for n = 2. 
Since X0, H(XQ) G fl and fl is an open set, there exists r > 0 such that B(XQ; r) C fl and 
B(H(X0); r) C fl. 
Moreover, since lim^™ Hk = H uniformly in fl and H is continuous in X0, straightforward 
calculations show that there exist r* > 0 and k* E. I such that Vfe > k*, k G I, we have 
X G B(X0; /•*) => H(X),Hk(X) G B(H(X0); r). 
Let us now show that lim^K, H\ = H2 uniformly in B{XQ\ r*). 
The uniform convergence lim^+oo Hk = H in fl assures the existence of a real sequence 
lak}k£i> ak > 0, with lim -^^ oo otk = 0 a nd such that 
sap\\Hk(X) - H(X)\\ ^ ak. 
XEil 
Since, 
\\H2k(X) - H2(X)\\ = \\Hk{Hk{X)) - H{Hk{X))\\ + \\H{Hk{X)) - H(H(X))\\ 
we have, for k > k* 
sup \\H2k(X) - H2(X)\\ < sup ||fft(Z) - ff(Z)|| + sup ||ff(Zt) - ff(Z)||. 
XEB(X0;r*) ZEB(ff(X0);r) Zt,ZGB(H(X0);r) 
l|Zt Z||S«t 
When k —• oo, the first term on the right-hand side converges to zero due to the uniform 
convergence of Hk to H in fl and the second term converges to zero since H is uniformly continuous 
in fl. 
Now let us prove that lim*-,oo DH2k = DH2 uniformly in B(X(,;r*), under the additional 
assumption that lim^oo DHk = DH uniformly in fl. 
Since, 
\\DH2k(X) - DH\X)\\ = \\DHk{Hk{X))DHk{X) - DH{H{X))DH{X)\\ 
< \\DHk(Hk(X))DHk(X) - DH(Hk(X))DHk(X)\\ 
+ \\DH(Hk(X))DHk(X) - DH(H(X))DHk(X)\\ 
+ \\DH(H(X))DHk(X) - DH(H(X))DH(X)\\ 
we have, for k> k* 
(I) := sup \\DHk(Hk(X))DHk(X) - DH(Hk(X))DHk(X)\\ 
XEB(X0;r*) 
< sup \\DHk{Hk{X)) - DH(Hk(X))\\ sup \\DHk(X)\\ 
XGB(X0;r*) XGB(X0;r*) 
< sup ||£)fft(Z) - Dff(Z)|| sup | |Z)ff t(X)| |-0 
ZGB(H(X0);r) XGB(X0;r*) *~"cc 
where we have used the uniform convergence of DHk to DH in D, and the fact that, since DHk —• D// 
uniformly in fl and DH is continuous in fl, then ||£)/f^(X)|| is uniformly bounded with respect to k 
in Cl. 
Similarly 
(II) := sup \\DH(Hk(X))DHk(X) - DH(H(X))DHk(X)\\ 
XGB(Xo;r*) 
< sup ||£)ff(fft(X)) - Dff(ff(X))|| sup ||Dfft(X)|| 
XGB(X0;r*) XGB(X0;r*) 
< sup ||Off(Zt) - £>#(Z)|| sup HDffi^ll — 0. 
Zt,ZGB(H(X0);r) XGB(X0;r*) k~"x 
l|Zt Z||S«t 
Finally, we have 
(III) := sup \\DH(H(X))DHk(X) - DH{H{X))DH{X)\\ 
XGB(X0;r*) 
< sup ||Dff(ff(X))|| sup ||Dfft(X) - £>#(X))|| 
XGB(X0;r*) XGB(X0;r*) 
< sup ||£>#(Z)|| sup llDfl^X) - MX*))!! — 0. 
ZGB(H(X0);r) XGB(X0;r*) *~"cc 
Therefore the result is proved. 
LEMMA A.2. Let Hypothesis 3.6 holds and assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue ofDHm(X*). 
Then there exist f > 0, k £E / SMC/I that for all k > fe, fe £E /, f/ze mappings 
W(X) ~X- Hm(X); Wk(X) ~X- H%(X) (A5) 
are one-to-one in B(X*; r) C fl. 
Proof. First of all, let us recall the fact that if a sequence of matrices Bk converges to a regular matrix 
B, then matrices Bk are regular for k big enough and moreover lim^oo B^1 = B^1 ([19]). 
Differentiating in (A5) we have DW(X*) = I — DHm(X*) and since 1 is not an eigenvalue of 
DHm(X*), it follows that DW(X*) is a regular matrix. 
Hypothesis 3.6 allows us to apply Lemma A.l and so there exists r* > 0 such that 
lim^K, DH™ = DHm uniformly in B(X*; r*), and consequently lim^oo DWk = DW uniformly in 
B(X*; r*). Therefore there exists k\ £E / such that for all k > k\, k £E /, DWk(X*) is a regular matrix 
and moreover 
lim [DWkiX*)]'1 = [DW(X*)r\ 
In particular, this implies that there exists k2 E I such that Vfe > k%, k E / we have 
llAill < 2IU4.II (A6) 
where we have denoted Ak ••= [DWk{X*)Yl and A ••= [DW{X*)Yl. 
Since DW is continuous in X*, there exists 77 > 0 such that 
X E fi(X*; 77) => ||£W(X) - DW(X* )|| < — L , . (A7) 
Also, since lim^ —oo ZW* = DW uniformly in B(X*; r*), there exists k3 E I such that Vfe > £3, 
fcGZ, 
sup ||DWt(X) - IW(X)|| ^ ^ J r i i • (A8) 
XGB(X*;r*) -^11^11 
We want to prove that for each Z £ R , both the equations 
W{X) = Z; Wk{X) = Z 
have, for k big enough, either no solution or a unique solution in a neighborhood of X*. These two 
equations are equivalent, respectively, to 
MX) = x, <KX) = x 
where 
4>k(X) := X + Ak(Z - Wk(X)); <f>(X) •= X + A(Z - W(X)). 
Therefore, the result will be proved if we show that <f>k and (f> are strict contractions in some 
neighborhood of X*. 
Since 
D<f>{X) = 1- ADW(X) = A(DW(X*) - DW(X)) 
we have from (A7) that 
XGfi(X*;77)^||£)^(X)||<^ 
which proves that (f> is a strict contraction in B(X*; 77). 
On the other hand, 
D<f>k(X) = I - AkDWk(X) = Ak(DWk(X*) - DWk(X)) 
so that taking into account (A6), we obtain for k > k2, k G I, 
\\D^k{X)\\ < 2\\A\\\\DWk(X*) - DWk{X)\\. (A9) 
If X<EB(X*;r*), we have 
\\DWk{X) - DWk(X*)\\ < 2 sup ||DWi(X) - DW{X)\\ + ||£W(X) - DW(X*)\\. 
XEB(X* ;r*) 
Let f •= min(77, r*) > 0. Taking into account (A7) and (A8) we have for k > £3, fe G I, 
and finally from (A9), choosing k •= max(fc2, £3), we have for k > k, k E I, 
sup ||£><«X)|| < 2||A|| sup \\DWk(X*) - DWk(X)\\ < 2 1 ^ 1 1 — ^ = § < 1 
XEB(X*;r) XEB(X*;r) ^ I H N 6 
which proves that <f>k is a strict contraction in B(X*; f) and concludes the proof. D 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Since the nonzero eigenvalues of matrices DHm(Y*) and DHm(X*) 
coincide (Proposition 3.4), 1 is not an eigenvalue of DHm(X*) and therefore we can apply Lemmas 
A.l and A.2, so there exist r0 > 0, k0 E I, such that for all k > ko, k E I the mappings W and Wk 
defined in (A5) are one-to-one in B •= B(X*; TQ) and moreover, for s- = 1, . . . , m, lim^™ Hsk = Hs 
and hm^K, DHsk = DH" being both limits uniform in B. 
(a) We have to prove that for each k > k0, k E I, there exists a unique X*k E B such that X*k = 
H^{X*k) or, equivalent^, Wk{Xk) = 0. 
The uniqueness is an immediate consequence of the fact that Wk is one to one in B. 
Regarding the existence, let us recall that if a function/is continuous and one-to-one in a 
compact set C we have f(dC) = df(C) and int/(C) =/(int C) where 3 and int denote boundary 
and interior respectively. 
We will prove the existence of X*k by contradiction. If X*k does not exist, then there exists a 
sequence {kn}n=i2... C / such that lim„^oo kn = +oo and VX E B, Wkn{X) ¥= 0, i.e. 
0 k- Wkn(B). Let us notice that X* E int(W(B)), which implies that W(X*) = 0 E int(W(B)) 
and also" Z* := Wk,(X*) E mt(Wk,(B)). 
Let S„ be the line segment that joins 0 and Z*. Obviously S„ H d(Wkn(B)) ¥= 0, which 
allows us to chose Zn E S„ Pi d(Wkn(B)). Since lim„^oo Wkn = W uniformly in B, then 
lim Z* = lim Wk(X*) = W(X*) = 0 
which, in turn, implies that lim„^oo Z„ = 0. 
This contradicts the fact that Z„ E d(Wkn(B)). Indeed, since 0 E int(W(B)) we have 
d0 •= dist(0,3(W(B))) > 0. Let us consider the "set 
X E RA';dist(X,a(H/(fi))) < — 
There exists apositive integer n0 such that Vn > IIQ, d(Wkn(B)) C E and therefore \\Zn\\ > do/2 
so lim„ # 0 . 
In order to prove (a) it only remains to be shown that the period of X*k is exactly m, what we 
will do after proving (b). 
(b) We know from (a) that for each k > k0, k E I, X*k E B and so {X*k } k e I must have at least an 
accumulation point Z* E B. We will prove that Z* is the unique accumulation point of {X*k } k e I 
which implies that liim--^ X*k = Z*. 
Let {X*k } be a subsequence of {X*k}kB[ that converges to Z*. Bearing in mind the 
continuity of Hm and the fact that H% converges to Hm uniformly in B, straightforward 
calculations show that lim ffj~ (X* ) = Hm(Z*). Then, 
kn—>oo H n 
Hm(Z*)= limH^(X*k)= limX*k = Z*. 
But since W is one-to-one in B, Hm can only have one fixed point in B and therefore Z* is the 
unique accumulation point of {X*k } k B [ . Moreover, since X* E B is a fixed point of Hm it must 
be Z* = X* and (b) is proved. 
Now, let us go back to (a) and prove that the period of each X*k is m. Indeed if this is not the 
case, there exists s < m and a subsequence {X*k } of {X*k } k e I such that Hk (X*k ) = X*k . 
Following a similar argument to the previous one, we can show that 
limHsk(Xl) = Hs(X*) 
and therefore 
X* = lim X*k = lim Hsk (x*k ) = HS(X*) 
which contradicts the assumption of X* being a m-periodic point. 
(c) The result is an immediate consequence of the following fact: For each s > 0, there exist 
k*0(s) G / such that 
Vk > k*0(s), k G /, \p(DHf(X*k)) - p(DHm(Y*j)\ < e. 
This is turn follows from the facts that the nonzero eigenvalues of matrices DHm(Y*) and 
DHm(X*) coincide, the eigenvalues of a matrix depend continuously of its entries and that 
lim^^ DHf(X*k) = DHm(X*). This last equality is straightforward from the uniform 
convergence of DHf to DHm in B, the continuity of DHm and l i m ^ X ^ = X*. 
(d) Since Y* is hyperbolic and A.S., there exists y\ G (0,1) such that p(DHm(Y*)) < y\ < 1 and 
therefore, there exists a consistent matrix norm such that ||D/fm(X*)|| < y\. By continuity, 
there exists r1; 0 < r\ < r* such that 
sup ||£>#m(X)|| <
 yi. 
XGB(X*;rO 
Moreover, since lim^K, X*k = X* there exist r2 > 0 and ki E. I such that for all fe > fc1; fe G /, 
we have B(X*k; r2) C B(X*; n ) together with X* G BCX ;^ r2). 
Let us now show that for k big enough, Hf is a strict contraction in B{X*k;r2). Since, 
lim^oo DHf{X) = DHm uniformly in B(X*; r*), for each s > 0 there exists k{e) G / such that 
Vk > ifc(e), fc G /, sup ||£>ff™(X) - DHm(X)\\ < s. 
XEB(X* ;r*) 
That is, if we fix y2 such that 0 < y\ < y2 < 1, choosing s = y2 — 72 it follows that for all 
k > k2 •= max(fei, k(s)), 
sup \\DHf(X)\\< sup \\DHf(X) - DHm(X)\\ 
XGB(X* ;n) XGB(X* ;r*) 
+ sup \\DHm(X)\\ <B + yi=y2<l. 
XGB(X*;r!) 
Therefore for k > fe2, ff™ is a strict contraction in B{X*k;r2) but since XjJ is the unique fixed 
point in B{X*k;r2), the orbit of Hf starting in any initial condition in B{X*k;r2) must converge 
toX*. 
In order to prove (d) we only have to show that there exists a positive integer n0 such that for k 
big enough, ff™"°(X0) G B{X*k;r2) which implies that lim^oo Hf(X0) = X*k. 
Let us begin by noting that l i m , ^ Hmn^l(Y0) = Y* or, using, (Al), l i m , ^ Hmn(X0) = X*, 
which assures the existence a positive integer n0 such that 
| | / / m " ° ( X 0 ) - X * | | < | . 
Also, limi^K, Xk = X* ensures that there exists t j £ l such that 
Vfe>fe3, t € / , l | X * - X * | | < ^ . 
Finally, Hypothesis 3.7 allows us to apply Lemma A.l in the point X0, so there exists f$ > 0 such 
that lim^K, 77™"0 = 77m«o uniformly in B(Xo; f) and therefore there exists k4 E I such that 
Vk>k4, kEI, sup | | 77P(Xo)- f f m " 0 (X 0 ) | |<^ . 
Choosing k0 •= max(fe2, ki,k4) we have for all k > k0 , k E I, 
HflTVo) " ^11 ^ llflTC^o) " ffm"°(^o)ll + HffP(*o) - X* II + HX* - XiH < r2 
and hence ff™"°(X0) £ fi(X*; r2). 
